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[Aug 2, 2:15 PM] Christina Tondevold: Welcome to the last session of #VMS17!  Thanks for 
attending this summit!!
[Aug 2, 2:16 PM] Guest1681: It has been very informative!  Thank you!!!!1
[Aug 2, 2:16 PM] Guest7016: This has been one of the best PD's ever!!! Thank you for all your 
time and effort to pull this off!
[Aug 2, 2:16 PM] JJDLagrange: This a been a huge gift! Thank you Christina. 😊
[Aug 2, 2:16 PM] Christina Tondevold: Awe, thank you all!!
[Aug 2, 2:17 PM] R_Delk: This summit has been great!  I've only had a chance to listen to a few 
of the sessions but they have been phenomenal and I plan to do a lot of PD in PJs the next 
couple of days.
[Aug 2, 2:17 PM] Christina Tondevold: ;)
[Aug 2, 2:18 PM] Tracy Roeser Casey: Understanding of numbers...
[Aug 2, 2:18 PM] JJDLagrange: Having a flexible understanding of numbers.
[Aug 2, 2:18 PM] Guest1681: Understanding numbers and how they relate
[Aug 2, 2:19 PM] Kristy Litster: Intuitive understanding of number
[Aug 2, 2:20 PM] Guest7016: Understanding numbers and what they represent
[Aug 2, 2:20 PM] Guest636: missed day 1due to family commitments. Will definitely be going back 
to make up some sessions and will recommend to colleagues for future PD .
[Aug 2, 2:21 PM] Guest8221: This has been a great PD!! I hope this occurs again next year!!!!
[Aug 2, 2:22 PM] Guest8715: Understanding the values of numbers and their relationships to each 
other.
[Aug 2, 2:24 PM] Christina Tondevold: 8221...I'm working on it!
[Aug 2, 2:25 PM] Guest8221: Are number sense routines the same thing as number talks?
[Aug 2, 2:25 PM] Christina Tondevold: 8221, no Routines are different than Number Talks
[Aug 2, 2:25 PM] Christina Tondevold: But Number Talks could become a Routine in your 
classroom...so routines are the larger picture
[Aug 2, 2:26 PM] Guest8221: Thanks for the clarification.
[Aug 2, 2:26 PM] pearse_margie: The ability to use numbers in everyday life in a way that makes 
sense. You can use what you know about numbers in many ways
[Aug 2, 2:26 PM] Christina Tondevold: You bet.  There's so much going on right now in math 
ed...it's good to  make connections within them all
[Aug 2, 2:31 PM] Guest1681: What are some ways to use number routines in 4th grade?  I'm 
thinking when doing place value in the beginning of the year, you could make the patterns using 
larger numbers.  Is that enough?
[Aug 2, 2:33 PM] JJDLagrange: Since not all Ss understand the concept well, I would do something 
fairly similar...like start from 26 and practice going over the decades and 100s.
[Aug 2, 2:33 PM] pearse_margie: We did count around the circle with 4th using large coins - so 
start counting by 25 cents, stop and go to a dime and continue counting by 10 - switching it up 
and keep counting
[Aug 2, 2:33 PM] Guest8425: If a student gets a number wrong in the sequence, do you stop them 
or wait until later to talk about it?
[Aug 2, 2:34 PM] Guest1681: Thank you Margie!
[Aug 2, 2:35 PM] pearse_margie: Don't know if this is right, but we just let the student self-
correct and we continued
[Aug 2, 2:36 PM] Diane Gunlock: Understanding numbers both how much but also how you can make 
them.
[Aug 2, 2:36 PM] pearse_margie: Happy to help. With older students, we combined with the routine 
Choral Counting and I wrote the numbers in a way that would help them recognize the patterns I 
wanted them to notice
[Aug 2, 2:36 PM] mrbb321: Number sense is understanding how numbers work and what operations 
mean.
[Aug 2, 2:37 PM] Guest1681: Could we take this idea and use it to count using fractions and 
introduce the concept of "greater than one" mixed numbers?  Maybe we can use fraction pieces to 
illustrate.
[Aug 2, 2:37 PM] pearse_margie: Definitely - we used count around the circle in my 9th grade 
class with fractions, integers, decimals
[Aug 2, 2:37 PM] Guest1681: Thank you for the Grade 5 sample.
[Aug 2, 2:39 PM] Guest9327: How long does the count around the circle last?
[Aug 2, 2:40 PM] zennedmath: Guess 1681-Great idea to use it with fractions
[Aug 2, 2:40 PM] pearse_margie: We just did it as part of our number routines, so 5-7 minutes. 
We would do Number Talks 3 of the days, Count around the circle, choral counting, estimation 180 
and WODB on the other days
[Aug 2, 2:41 PM] Guest1681: What is WODB?
[Aug 2, 2:41 PM] Kristy Litster: Count around the circle can be anywhere from 5 minutes to 45 
minutes, depending on the domain (whole numbers vs integers), number of students, and age level 
of students.
[Aug 2, 2:41 PM] Christina Tondevold: which one doesn't belong
[Aug 2, 2:41 PM] Guest1681: Thanks.
[Aug 2, 2:41 PM] pearse_margie: Check out @wodb
[Aug 2, 2:42 PM] Christina Tondevold: http://wodb.ca/



[Aug 2, 2:42 PM] Christina Tondevold: http://wodb.ca/
[Aug 2, 2:42 PM] Guest9327: thanks
[Aug 2, 2:43 PM] Guest1681: Jessica, I'm afraid to guess!  lol.
[Aug 2, 2:43 PM] Guest9327: Start at 1.1 and count about the circle.
[Aug 2, 2:43 PM] Guest1681: I'm afraid to guess!  Lol.
[Aug 2, 2:44 PM] Guest41: Lol way above my first grade math brain.
[Aug 2, 2:46 PM] Elisa Edwards: 4+5=9
[Aug 2, 2:46 PM] JJDLagrange: four and five is nine
[Aug 2, 2:48 PM] Guest9327: I saw 9. I saw a group of 4 and group of 5
[Aug 2, 2:48 PM] Elisa Edwards: 3+3+3=9
[Aug 2, 2:48 PM] JJDLagrange: Three groups of three like 3 triangles
[Aug 2, 2:48 PM] Guest1681: I see 9 because I saw a domino.
[Aug 2, 2:48 PM] Guest7016: 4+5=9
[Aug 2, 2:49 PM] Guest9327: 3, 3, 3 makes 9
[Aug 2, 2:49 PM] Guest1681: three threes = 9
[Aug 2, 2:49 PM] Elisa Edwards: 4x6x2=48
[Aug 2, 2:50 PM] JJDLagrange: I see two arrays for 4x6 = 48
[Aug 2, 2:50 PM] Guest8715: 4 plus 5 equals 9
[Aug 2, 2:50 PM] Guest7228: 5 and 4 are 9
[Aug 2, 2:50 PM] R_Delk: Count number of eggs in the first column, then the first row, then 
double it.
[Aug 2, 2:51 PM] Guest7228: 9 -
[Aug 2, 2:51 PM] Guest7228: 3 3s
[Aug 2, 2:51 PM] Dannielle Laundry: 9    a group of 4 and a group of 5
[Aug 2, 2:51 PM] Fran K Teacher: 48, 6 x 8 =48
[Aug 2, 2:51 PM] Guest8715: 3 groups of 3
[Aug 2, 2:51 PM] Guest1681: 4X6 = 24   Two cartons = 48
[Aug 2, 2:51 PM] Guest41: 4 dozen is 48
[Aug 2, 2:52 PM] Dannielle Laundry: 9    3 groups of 3   (3+3+3)
[Aug 2, 2:52 PM] Guest8715: 4 x 6  = 24, then double that
[Aug 2, 2:53 PM] Guest7228: 6x4x2
[Aug 2, 2:54 PM] Dannielle Laundry: 6 x4   (24)  24 x 2= 48
[Aug 2, 2:55 PM] JJDLagrange: A similar sequence maybe going down to 4 total; practice 
connecting dots seen with number words.
[Aug 2, 2:55 PM] Elisa Edwards: 1+4 is a nice next step, if you're going for parts of 5. I might 
also go for 3+3 after 3+2.
[Aug 2, 2:56 PM] ColetteWhite25: Go back to 4 for preschoolers.  They haven't mastered 5.
[Aug 2, 2:57 PM] Guest8496: Two of them ned to go back to four, one up to 6, and the other maybe 
down to 3
[Aug 2, 3:00 PM] Guest8425: Is there a circumstance where the teacher would increase the time 
the dots are shows to the student?
[Aug 2, 3:01 PM] Tracy Roeser Casey: When I do it in my classroom, I increase the amount of time 
when I add new cards but not by more than a few more seconds.
[Aug 2, 3:02 PM] Guest6454: Sometimes I will have a student ask if they can see the dots again 
so I will show it to them again for a few seconds. \
[Aug 2, 3:04 PM] Guest8425: Thanks!
[Aug 2, 3:04 PM] Diane Gunlock: 4/5
[Aug 2, 3:06 PM] Diane Gunlock: three groups of three
[Aug 2, 3:08 PM] mrbb321: Question: Are any of you considering using these routines as brain 
breaks?
[Aug 2, 3:08 PM] Lisa Ench: 9. A pair of dice
[Aug 2, 3:08 PM] Diane Gunlock: 48 six times 4 times 2
[Aug 2, 3:09 PM] Guest1681: Maybe I would go to another fact that was troublesome for my kids.  
Or maybe use another kind of photo that wasn't shaped in an array?
[Aug 2, 3:09 PM] Dannielle Laundry: Definitely using for brain break.  Put up a picture and have 
them tell me how they got the answer
[Aug 2, 3:10 PM] Guest1681: I'm so bad at this.  Lol.
[Aug 2, 3:11 PM] JJDLagrange: It could be fun to give the 3rd graders a HW assignment to find 
such arrays outside the classroom.
[Aug 2, 3:11 PM] Elisa Edwards: It'd be cool to use both images: show them them the vertical egg 
cartons and then the horizontal arrangement you showed us earlier.  Then they could see the 
8x6=4x12.
[Aug 2, 3:11 PM] Tracy Roeser Casey: You are not bad...it is just something new for you!
[Aug 2, 3:12 PM] Guest1681: Ha!  Thank you for that.  I didn't know third graders learn the 
distributive property!  My 4th graders come to me just having learned the basic facts.
[Aug 2, 3:12 PM] JJDLagrange: Love Jessica's focus each time on access and challenge to provide 
differentiated lessons.
[Aug 2, 3:13 PM] JJDLagrange: Thank you Jessica!
[Aug 2, 3:14 PM] ColetteWhite25: Thank you for your insight, Jessica!
[Aug 2, 3:14 PM] Guest1681: Thank you!
[Aug 2, 3:14 PM] zennedmath: Thank you Jessica this was great. And thank you Christina for 
putting this whole conference together.



putting this whole conference together.
[Aug 2, 3:15 PM] Christina Tondevold: Thank you all for attending!
[Aug 2, 3:15 PM] Guest7016: This was amazing!
[Aug 2, 3:15 PM] James Eliot: Thank you for putting this all together
[Aug 2, 3:15 PM] Dannielle Laundry: Thank you so much for a wonderful seminar :)
[Aug 2, 3:16 PM] Diane Gunlock: Jessica this was a very good session.
[Aug 2, 3:18 PM] Genevi&amp;egrave;ve D&amp;eacute;carie: How much time do you spend on these 
routines ?
[Aug 2, 3:18 PM] Guest6454: Thanks for much for the free PD. I live in a small town in 
Northwestern Ontario and we don't get many opportunities for PD sessions. I've learned lots and 
solidified things I have been thinking about. Can't wait for next year!
[Aug 2, 3:21 PM] Diane Gunlock: Christina, thank you for this summit I found it very beneficial. 
Next year I hope several of the teachers at my school will join me.
[Aug 2, 3:34 PM] mrbb321: Christina, thank you so much for this summit.  This has given me many 
ways of making connections I haven't thought of before now.
[Aug 2, 4:27 PM] Guest2590 bagels: Ability to think flexibly about numbers including their place 
value.
[Aug 3, 9:00 AM] AllieCat: How long to you keep the image up for?
[Aug 3, 6:27 PM] mrslkinders: hello?
[Aug 3, 9:46 PM] Guest7006: Understandi ng the relationships between numbers
[Aug 6, 5:18 PM] Guest9558: Great PD information from all of these presenters from this VMS! I 
hope you will offer it again. Thanks to everyone for all of the good ideas. I wish it would have 
stayed "live" longer since we all started school in TN about the time  it began.
[Aug 7, 11:22 AM] Guest3360: Start at high 90s so students move into 100s - 98-108-
[Aug 7, 11:27 AM] Guest3360: 4 and 5 - knew 5 and 5 was 10 - 10 minus 1 is 9
[Aug 7, 11:28 AM] Guest3360: 9 - 3,6,9
[Aug 7, 12:54 PM] Guest1864: So distracted by the clicking noise in the background.
[Aug 7, 1:25 PM] Karen Schweitzer: Amazing summit. It took me a week to view and I'm not done 
yet!
[Aug 7, 6:26 PM] Guest4387: Anyone in here watching this one with me now?
[Aug 7, 7:04 PM] Guest5350: Yes I'm watching this.
[Aug 7, 7:08 PM] Guest568: Mine stopped streaming
[Aug 7, 7:08 PM] Guest568: Stuck at 32:56
[Aug 7, 7:11 PM] Guest8736: I'm also currently watching!
[Aug 7, 7:14 PM] Guest5350: Her book is on my wishlist, but I have taken Christine's Number 
Sense class online.
[Aug 7, 7:14 PM] Guest8736: what's the website for her class?
[Aug 7, 7:15 PM] Guest5350: It's the Building Math Minds site.  I don't know if she has a class 
currently going.  I earned 15 clock hours.
[Aug 7, 7:16 PM] Guest8736: awesome! I'll have to look and see. I found this kind of last 
minute, but has been great!
[Aug 7, 7:16 PM] Guest4387: Christina's resources and classes have been the key for me.
[Aug 7, 7:16 PM] Guest5350: There are a lot of ready to use resources on her site.
[Aug 7, 7:16 PM] Guest4387: She has really helped me understand how to better teach my first 
graders.
[Aug 7, 7:16 PM] Guest8736: do you have to be a member?
[Aug 7, 7:17 PM] Guest4387: When she offers the class, you don't have to be a member. It's free. 
However, to be a part of the whole thing, you do have to be a member. It's worth it though.
[Aug 7, 7:17 PM] Guest5350: She has some free things like this summit, but there are a lot of 
things that require a fee. Totally worth it.
[Aug 7, 7:18 PM] Guest8736: good to know!
[Aug 7, 7:50 PM] Guest5350: I like that she shows how to use these number routines in all levels 
K-5.
[Aug 7, 8:15 PM] Jenny Numrich: Number sense is the relationships of numbers to each other and 
how they combine.  How the relate to the real world
[Aug 7, 8:29 PM] Guest333: I'd continue with skip counting by 10s using other starting points so 
the students would learn these patterns and get used to the hundreds changing.
[Aug 7, 8:29 PM] Jenny Numrich: count by 10s starting at 25, county by 10s starting at 47....
[Aug 7, 8:39 PM] Jenny Numrich: count by tenths starting at 5, count by hundredths starting at 5 
to compare to previous days work.
[Aug 7, 8:41 PM] Guest333: 9.  4 and 5 make 9.
[Aug 7, 8:42 PM] Guest333: 9. I skip counted by 3s to get 9.
[Aug 7, 8:44 PM] Guest333: There are 48 eggs.  I used the arrays, counting 4 down and 6 across.  
4X6=24, then double it.
[Aug 7, 8:45 PM] Jenny Numrich: I saw 4 then 5 so 4+5 = 9
[Aug 7, 8:46 PM] Jenny Numrich: I saw 3, 3 times so 3X3=9
[Aug 7, 8:48 PM] Jenny Numrich: I saw 2 arrays of = size  the array was 6X4  so that is 24 and 
24+24=48
[Aug 7, 8:53 PM] Jenny Numrich: try 1 and 2 on dominoes and 2 and 3 to determine if they are 
subitizing or counting.  I might then use 1 and 3 and 1 and 4
[Aug 7, 9:11 PM] Jenny Numrich: you could go next to another array like 7X8 or 14X8
[Aug 8, 8:36 PM] Jody Erickson: Couldn't get her handout, but found this  link to a pdf of her 



[Aug 8, 8:36 PM] Jody Erickson: Couldn't get her handout, but found this  link to a pdf of her 
number sense routines. :) 
https://www.stenhouse.com/sites/default/files/public/legacy/pdfs/numbersense_ch2.pdf</pre>
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